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WONDERFULLY VIBRANT

NEW!
JOSKO NATURAL WOOD 
FLOORING BY TRAPA

Pure natural solid wood flooring, care-
fully processed and treated with crystal-
lising natural oil – a joy for the senses, 
bearing witness to outstanding, high 
quality workmanship.

Our natural wood flooring is produced 
by the Austrian wood flooring manufac-
turer TRAPA according to strict ecological 
criteria. The wood comes only from sus-
tainably managed forests in Central 
Europe. It is treated deep into the struc-
ture of the wood according to traditional 
techniques and TRAPA even generates a 
large part of the energy that it uses itself.

The result of this complex manufacturing 
process are extraordinarily attractive, 
resistant and durable natural wood floors 
that fulfil the highest demands for quality, 
sustainability and individual interior design. 
As a result, they are the ideal comple-
ment to our window and door ranges – 
also in terms of look: for a unique, har-
monious welcoming living ambience.

Take your time and discover the new 
world of Josko: Windows, doors and – 
now – also flooring.

JOSKO SMART MIX
Josko makes products for people – and 
for their living environment. They give 
living areas their individual character and 
open up new perspectives: sustainably 
and with vision.

The complete Josko product range is 
coordinated in terms of design, symme-
try, colours and materials, which allows 
you to harmoniously combine your win-
dows, interior doors and front door. This 
applies also to the new natural wood 
flooring from Josko.

With a natural product such as wood, 
you may experience deviations in colour, 
structure and knots. These differences 
are specific to the type of wood, are 
completely natural and are an indication 
of how genuine and natural the product is.

As a full-range supplier, Josko is your 
partner for new buildings and renova-
tions. Josko is synonymous with design, 
but our products are also rated highly in 
terms of thermal insulation, technology 
and quality. 

See for yourself how good the advice, 
service and delivery is from our compe-
tent Josko partners.
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BEST FLOORING 
DURABLE MATERIAL.

Dear friends of natural interior design,

You know the inspirational sensation you 
get when you encounter something and 
feel that you’ve known it forever? You 
feel it because of the familiarity, the nat-
ural cohesion and the appreciation you 
experience. You know the kind of stimu-
lating atmosphere that inspires creativity 
for something that’s new, special and 
shared. 

That’s just the way we feel now that we 
can finally present our new shared work. 
We? Josko & Trapa, two successful 
Upper Austrian family-owned companies 
that share three valuable convictions:  
1. A love of craftsmanship. 
2. A commitment to quality and beauty. 
3. Respect for natural resources. 

Areas on which we are in full agreement 
and on which we have based a partner-
ship with vision: windows, doors, wood 
flooring now available in a complete 
range of matching designs and colours. 
From sawn timber to the finished prod-
uct, manufactured with the best materi-
als from Austria – exclusive Josko natu-
ral wood flooring by Trapa. 

To find out more about these existing 
products, see our brochure. You can 
experience the new, down-to-earth  
quality with all your senses in Josko  
Centres and Studios.

Best regards,

Johann Scheuringer       Hermann Hörndler

MY HOME. 
MY FLOOR.  
MY NATURE.
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NATURAL INTERIOR  
DESIGN WITH  
ALL YOUR SENSES

The secret of pure natural wooden floor-
ing is in its genuineness. It radiates a 
soothing warmth like no other flooring 
material. Its naturally-mature wood struc-
ture gives it a unique vitality, every single 
floorboard seems to tell its own story. 
And over time, as the years pass and it 
becomes even more attractive, it acquires 
its very own individual character and 
becomes a floor with personality.

When you enter a room with a natural 
wood floor, you immediately feel relaxed 
and at home. You feel alive, take a deep 
breath and a pleasant feeling of comfort 
spreads throughout the room. A natural 
woods floor captivates the senses, its 
elastic strength appears to be full of 
power and charm. And the longer you 
know it, the more you realise that it is 
uncomplicated and easy to care for.

Flooring, windows and doors as a com-
plete aesthetic experience. Basically, with 
natural wood flooring, it doesn’t really 
matter how you furnish a room: it fits 
and enhances every ambience and lends 
support and character to every style. A 
natural wood floor is not simply a floor, 
it is also a load-bearing and design ele-
ment of the room.

It is supported by windows and doors 
from Josko in corresponding colours – or 
in an elegant combination in which the 
windows and doors create an exciting 
and harmonious match with the floor. 
Allow yourself to be inspired and com-
bine according to your own taste – your 
Josko partner will be glad to help you.

EVERY FLOOR BOARD IS UNIQUE
Wood is a completely natural raw mate-
rial as unique as the tree from which it 
comes. Sometimes the grain is narrower, 
other times wider, sometimes it winds 
elegantly around a knot, sometimes 
there are none. And depending on how 
the light is shining, its surface radiates 
with different shades of colour. No other 
building material has the same level of 
vitality and genuineness as wood, even 
when it comes from the same tree. That’s 
what makes wood so unique, so warm 
and beautiful – and makes every natural 
wood floor unique with its own particu-
lar story and individual character.

PERSONAL ADVICE
Glide your hand over the surface of the 
wood, experience its fine structure and 
enjoy the beauty of the grain: There’s a 
reason why our natural wood flooring is 
available only from selected local Josko 
partners. Here you’ll receive the best 
advice about wood species, grades and 
surfaces; here you can choose the colour 
and the matching skirting boards, win-
dows and doors. We want you to find 
the natural wood floor that suits you – 
after all, even the best photos can never 
truly reflect the inner beauty of a real 
natural wood floor.

PROFESSIONALLY INSTALLED  
CRAFTSMANSHIP
The high quality workmanship of our 
natural wood floors continues with the 
high demands placed on its installation.  
Only professional installation followed by 
careful initial care by specially trained 
floorers guarantees perfectly laid natural 
wood flooring that you’ll love for many 
years to come.

LIVE WELL.  
HAVE A  
NICE HOME.  
ENJOY & RELAX.
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NATURAL WOOD FLOORING WITH CHARACTER

Wood is one of the most beautiful natu-
ral products in the world. And also one 
of the most durable. No matter what you 
do with such a wonderful natural prod-
uct, the aim must always be to do justice 
to its “natural” quality.  

This is the idea behind Josko natural 
wood flooring. Only selected quality in 
terms of the wood, production, treat-
ment and installation guarantee long-
term pleasure. That demands a lot of 
experience, manual work and good 
judgement – but it’s worth it in the end. 
After all, the result is true workmanship 
that reveals a love of detail and shows 
what it is made of: pure, refined nature. 

Our natural wood flooring is more than 
just an attractive, natural floor covering – 
it’s the foundation for good living. And 
there’s a reason for that.

A PURE NATURAL WOOD FLOOR
Natural wood flooring from Josko is pro-
duced from start to finish using solid 
wood. The wood is not just treated on 
the surface, but deep into the cell and 
pore systems: in some cases with heat 
and pressure, and in other cases with lye, 
depending on the desired colouring. The 
flooring is then treated with a special 
natural oil, similar to that used on the 
old Viking ships. This thorough, purely 
natural treatment makes our natural 
wood floors incredibly durable and 
resistant.

WOOD FROM EUROPEAN FORESTS
The wood for our natural wood flooring 
comes exclusively from sustainable, respon-
sibly managed, PEFC-certified forests in 
Central Europe. That keeps transport to  
a minimum.

CLOSE TO NATURE  
AND ECOCONSCIOUS
A pure natural wood floor from mature 
lumber is environmentally friendly, dura-
ble and resource-conserving – and is also 
completely compostable. TRAPA also has 
a responsible attitude and goes easy on 
resources during the production process: 
the company generates 80 % of its 
required electricity by incinerating scrap 
wood; surplus energy is supplied to 
neighbouring districts.

QUALITY FROM AUSTRIA
Our natural wood flooring is all produced 
in the TRAPA factory in St. Veit an der 
Glan in the state of Carinthia – from the 
sawn timber to the finished product 
ready for installation. All the layers are 
sorted manually to create a harmonious 
overall look. The natural wood flooring 
acquires its final character during the 
complex refining process.

GUARANTEED STRAIN FREE  
AND FLEXIBLE
Before our wood is processed, it is air-
dried for several months, then it is cham-
ber-dried under mild conditions and, 
finally – with 7 % remaining wood mois-
ture – it is processed into top, middle and 
bottom layers. As a result of this unusually 
complex drying process, our natural wood 
flooring remains absolutely strain-free and 
flexible even in difficult climatic condi-
tions – also with underfloor heating.

A DECISION 
WITH VISION

Imagesource: Trapa
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OUTSTANDING DIMENSIONAL  
STABILITY THROUGH  
INTELLIGENT PROCESSING
 
Our natural wood flooring is extremely 
dimensionally stable. On the one hand, 
this is due to the middle layer of stand-
ing annual rings and on the other hand, 
the top and backing layers in which the 
sawn surfaces are so exact that they do 
not have to be planed or sanded to enable 
optimum bonding. This results in natural 
wood flooring with enormous stability.

DURABLE NATURAL COLOURS  
BY MEANS OF  
HEAT-PRESSURE TREATMENT
 
As opposed to the commonly used 
ammonia fuming, for our natural wood 
flooring bog oak and terra oak are 
treated with a carefully coordinated 
interaction of heat and pressure until the 
sugar in the cells of the wood caramel-
ises. As a result, the wood naturally 
develops its typical earth, coffee and 
cocoa colours from inside to outside 
with a permanent colouration deep into 
the structure of the wood.

COLOUR-ACTIVATING 
DEEP TREATMENT:  
NO YELLOWING OF THE WOOD
 
Permanent colour stability is also guaran-
teed as a result of the traditional lye 
treatment that we use for some of our 
natural wood flooring in which certain 
components of the wood, such as resins 
and tannins, react with a special lye in a 
natural and ecologically sustainable man-
ner. This process creates deep, perma-
nently light-stable colour shades inside 
the wood that don’t turn yellow or fade.

A TRULY NATURAL PRODUCT: 
BREATHABLE, 
NOT SEALED 
 
Our natural wood flooring has no paints 
or waxes and is not sealed. This ensures 
that it remains diffusion open or 
“breathable” and regulates the room cli-
mate by absorbing and releasing mois-
ture from the air. Consequently, it retains 
the most precious properties of the 
wood: vitality, warmth and comfort.

FOOTFALL SOUND INSULATION  
IS INCLUDED THANKS TO  
THE SPECIAL ADHESIVE 
 
Expert floorers install our natural wood 
flooring professionally using a specially 
developed solvent-free adhesive. This 
enables clean, accurate joints to other 
materials and also improves impact 
sound by 14 dB – with no other insula-
tion material whatsoever.

THE COMPLEX MANUAL  
WORK PREVENTS KNOTS  
BREAKING OUT 
 
Some of our natural wood flooring styles 
are kept deliberately knotty, even if this 
requires considerably more manual work. 
To prevent knots from splitting, loose 
fibres are removed from every single 
knot and they are then compressed 
under high pressure. This ensures that 
every knot remains permanently attrac-
tive and pleasing to the eye.

PRECISE, ACCURATELY  
FITTING CONNECTIONS  
DUE TO SPECIAL JOINTS 

So that our natural wood floors are per-
fectly even after they have been installed, 
the middle layers have precision-milled 
tongues and grooves. And to guarantee 
the highest level of stability, at the ends 
we use special duplex joints made from 
glue-laminated layers of wood.

REFINED WITH CRYSTALLISING  
NATURAL OIL: LONG-TERM PROTEC-
TION AGAINST WEAR AND TEAR 

The extremely high levels of durability 
and scuff resistance of our natural tim-
ber flooring are the result of intensive 
deep treatment with crystallising natural 
oil. This high quality oil penetrates deep 
into the structure of the wood where it 
crystallises and hardens in the pores to 
provide long-term protection against 
wear and tear. It also gives the wood a 
pleasant velvety feel, makes it non-slip 
and impervious to water and dirt.

QUALITY  
THAT YOU 
CAN SEE 
AND FEEL
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BENEFITS  
IN PRACTICE   
NATURAL LIVING  
A warm and comfortable feeling, full of 
life and in harmony with nature – a joy 
for the senses 

BIOLOGICALLY SAFE AND SOUND 
No paints or harmful substances, treated 
completely naturally and, as a result, 
pleasantly diffusion open – for a healthy 
living environment

GOOD FOR YOUR CONSCIENCE A 
regional, high quality product from 
sustainably managed forests that can be 
completely composted even after several 
generations.

MADE FOR GENERATIONS  
Durable, resilient and ageless –  
an investment for life

CLIMATE-RESILIENT AND NON-
DISTORTING 
Ideal for underfloor heating and  –  
with the Premium floorboards –  
also for controlled ventilation

PLEASANTLY EASY TO CARE FOR 
No sanding – a vacuum cleaner and a 
damp mop are all that are needed

IDEAL FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS  
Dirt-repellent, hygienic, no electrostatic 
charging and easy to keep clean – 
absolutely the best choice for people 
with house dust allergies

HARMONIOUSLY COORDINATED
Harmoniously coordinated with our 
windows and doors, with matching wall 
connections, stairs and steps 

THE YEARS  
GO BY. 
QUALITY IS 
PERMANENT.

Imagesource: Trapa
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THE NEW JOSKO NATURAL 
WOOD FLOORING RANGE BY TRAPA

Experience a new quality of living: with 
high quality natural wood flooring from 
Josko, produced according to ecological 
principles, made to match our windows 
and doors, available with wall connec-
tions and stairs in the same wood. 

FOUR SPECIES OF WOOD
Oak: the timeless classic
Bog oak: with subtle colour variations
Terra oak: with a dark, elegant appearance
Larch: stripped, with a fine knotty look

1

10 COLOURS
from classic/traditional to  
modern and elegant  
four colours are exclusively  
coordinated with the  
Josko product range

4

3 GRADES
Design: Even
Design: knotty
Design: wild knotty

2

THREE COLLECTIONS
Klassik floorboard: timeless, strong and 
 excellent value
Premium floorboard: for discerning tastes
Storico floorboard: with a vibrant antique look

3

JOSKO SMART MIX 
Four of the colours are the same as the 
windows, front doors and interior doors 
from Josko: N07 nature, N08 beach, 
N09 white heaven and N13 pearl grey. 
Beach and pearl grey are available only 
from Josko. 

Please remember: With the wood species 
and colours, slight variations in structure 
or shade are absolutely natural. Wood is 
a product that grows naturally – every 
floor board is unique.

By the way: The other colours can also 
be combined beautifully with many win-
dows and doors from Josko. See Page 30 
for more details.
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THE KLASSIK 
FLOORBOARD. 
TIMELESS. ROBUST 
AND GOOD VALUE.

KLASSIK
FLOORBOARD 
High quality wood, processed carefully: 
The 3-layer, strain-free structure guaran-
tees outstanding dimensional stability – 
important where there is fluctuating 
humidity, dry room air or underfloor 
heating.

Because the length and width are limited 
in size, this makes the Klassik floor board 
especially good value. The surfaces are 
the same as with the Premium-collec-
tion. After all, “classic” means: designed 
immaculately, perfected, and timeless.

The Klassik floorboard from Josko is availa-
ble in oak, bog oak, terra oak and larch.

FEATURES OF THE  
KLASSIK FLOORBOARD

+ Length 201 cm, width 19 cm

+ Overall thickness 15 mm

+ 3-layer structure  

+ brushed

+  with micro-bevel on the long side: 

strengthens the visual impression of 

individual elements, emphasises the 

character of the floorboard

+ ideal for underfloor heating

1

2
3

3-LAYER STRUCTURE 

1. Top layer: 4 mm oak or larch

2.  Middle layer: 9 mm spruce,  

standing annual rings

3. Bottom layer: 2 mm spruce

SUITABLE FOR 
UNDERFLOOR HEATING
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THE PREMIUM
FLOORBOARD.  
FOR DISCERNING 
TASTES.

PREMIUM
FLOORBOARD 
Our Premium floorboard fulfils the high-
est possible demands in terms of the 
quality and aesthetics of natural wood 
flooring. Unlike the other floorboards, 
the Premium board is designed symmet-
rically: The top and bottom layers are 
made from oak and are the same 
thickness.

As a result, our Premium floorboard 
offers excellent dimensional stability, 
which means that it is not only ideal for 
underfloor heating but also for con-
trolled living room ventilation and other 
fluctuating climatic conditions.

The Premium floorboard from Josko is 
available in oak, bog oak and terra oak.

FEATURES OF THE  
PREMIUM FLOORBOARD

+ Lengths 201 and 241 cm,  

   Widths 22 and 28 cm

+ Overall thickness 15 mm

+ 3-layer structure  

+ brushed

+  with micro-bevel on the long side: 

strengthens the visual impression of 

individual elements, emphasises the 

character of the floorboard

+  ideal for underfloor heating  

and controlled living room ventilation

1

2
3

3-LAYER STRUCTURE 

1. Top layer: 4 mm oak 

2. Middle layer: 7 mm spruce,  

    standing annual rings 

3. Bottom layer: 4 mm oak

SUITABLE FOR 
UNDERFLOOR HEATING

SUITABLE FOR LIVING 
ROOM VENTILATION

Imagesource: Trapa
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THE STORICO 
FLOORBOARD. 
WITH A VIBRANT 
ANTIQUE LOOK.

STORICO
FLOORBOARD 
For the antique structure of our Storico 
floor boards the surface is treated with  
a special mechanical process to give it  
an aged look: A Storico floor breathes 
history. 

The hardest parts of the wood, such as 
annual rings and knots, are the visual 
and tangible focus, which makes the 
flooring extremely hard wearing. It also 
acquires a unique character and a vitality 
that you normally find only in natural 
wood floors that are decades old.

The Storico floor board from Josko is 
available in oak, bog oak and terra oak. 

BENEFITS OF THE STORICO FLOOR 
BOARD

+  Lengths 201 and 241 cm,  

Widths 19 and 22 cm

+ Overall thickness 15 mm

+ 3-layer structure  

+  with all-round V-bevel: strengthens  

the visual impression of individual 

 elements also at the ends

+ ideal for underfloor heating

1

2
3

3-LAYER STRUCTURE 

1. Top layer: 4 mm oak 

2. Middle layer: 9 mm spruce,  

    standing annual rings 

3. Bottom layer: 2 mm spruce

SUITABLE FOR 
UNDERFLOOR HEATING

Imagesource: Trapa
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Flowing transitions between floor and 
wall are pleasing to the eye and also 
incredibly easy to look after. With a 
matching skirting board the natural 
wood floor acquires a third dimension 
that connects it with the wall to give the 
room a coherent, balanced character.

Even more impressive is when stairs are 
also installed in the same look: it seems 
almost as if the natural wood floor winds 
upwards, giving the entire room unique 
accents. The result is a coordinated over-
all architectural impression for complete 
natural and harmonious living

Our natural wood floors also offer fasci-
nating possibilities when they are used as 
wall panels: With wall panelling in the 
same wood as the floor you can create 
subtle effects in which the wall and floor 
seem to blend together and give the 
room a unique flair that changes 
between traditional alpine and avant-
garde modern depending on the character 
of the wall panelling. 

TO LIVE IN 
HARMONY

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS  
MADE FROM THE  
SAME WOOD

Imagesource: Trapa
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CLASSIC SURFACE-MOUNTED  
SKIRTING BOARDS
For every natural wood floor there is a 
skirting board with matching colour and 
structure that is fitted to the wall to cre-
ate a harmonious connection to the floor. 
 

FLUSH WALL  
CONNECTIONS
These are cut from the flooring material 
by the professionals while they are 
installing the floor and are then attached 
so that they are flush with the wall. A 
fascinating clean and elegant solution 
that forms one plane in combination 
with the flush doors from Josko. 

STAIRS AND STEPS
The stairs match our natural wood floors 
in terms of colour and structure to create 
a harmonious visual appearance. They 
are available with slightly overhanging 
stairs (classic/traditional) or flush stairs 
(avant-garde/modern).

WONDER-
FULLY 
MATCHED 

MATCHING WALL  
CONNECTIONS AND 
STAIRS

WONDERFULLY 
MATCHING. 
FLOORING, STRIPS 
AND STAIRS.

Imagesource: Trapa
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Most of us are more sensuous than we 
think. And more sensitive than we 
believe. Even if we’re not specifically 
aware of it: our inner balance depends 
more on the harmony in our external liv-
ing environment than many people 
assume. It’s the little details that matter: 
materials and colours are energy carriers; 
how they are chosen and combined in 
living and working environments has a 
continuous effect on our mental and 
physical wellbeing. Our decisions influ-
ence whether our feelings are positive or 
negative. 

A knowledge of the natural laws of 
healthy, harmonious living is at the heart 
of Josko’s product philosophy. Every indi-
vidual living requirement is different. 
Consequently, what really matters is the 
quality with which the right mix of indi-
vidual components can be combined into 
a complete solution with vision. And that 
is precisely Josko’s USP: translating 
 people’s specific needs into innovations 
to fulfil individual needs as well as it can. 

Josko adapts its products to suit custom-
ers' requirements, not the other way 
round. The DNA code is: Smart Mix. 
Which means: Intelligent, contemporary, 
ecologically-friendly solutions to combine 
materials, technology and colours to cre-
ate a coherent living harmony.  
The Josko product range is now comple-
mented with several exclusive, high qual-
ity natural wood flooring styles from our 
production partner Trapa. In combination 
with Josko’s windows, front doors and 
interior doors they create a unique high 
quality offering: harmonious coordina-
tion, everything from one source, 
everything from Josko. 

With a passion for detail, Josko Smart Mix 
creates an unprecedented warm atmos-
phere for all the senses. Wood selected 
and processed according to traditional 
craftsmanship, refined with special oils 
and with optimum colour coordination: 
For the first time, this combination allows 
complete harmony in your personal living 
environment. From the flooring to the 
matching skirting board and stairs, to the 
windows, interior and front doors – Josko 
Smart Mix creates a level of harmony 
that’s good for us.

That’s WONDERFULLY JOSKO.

THE NEW HARMONY  
OF LIVING

NEW! JOSKO  
NATURAL WOOD FLOORING

1

INTERIOR 
DOORS

3

FRONT DOORS 4

WINDOWS 2

Please remember: With a natural product 
such as wood, you may experience devia-
tions in colour, structure and knots. These 
differences are specific to the type of wood, 
are completely natural and are an indication 
of how genuine and natural the product is.
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OAK OVERVIEW OF GRADES AND COLOURS

Oak N07 nature, even

Oak N08 beach, even

Oak N13 pearl grey, knottyOak N09 white heaven, knotty

Oak N07 nature, knotty

Oak N08 beach, knotty

Oak N13 pearl grey, wild knottedOak N09 white heaven, wild knotted

Oak N07 nature, wild knotted

Oak N13 pearl grey StoricoOak N09 white heaven Storico

Oak N07 nature Storico

KLASSIK PREMIUM

STORICO

STORICO STORICO

KLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUMKLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM KLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM

Please remember: With a natural product such as wood, you may experience deviations in colour, structure and knots.  
These differences are specific to the type of wood, are completely natural and are an indication of how genuine and natural the product is.
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LARCH OVERVIEW OF GRADES AND COLOURS

TERRA OAK OVERVIEW OF GRADES AND COLOURS

Terra oak, natural, even Terra oak, natural, knotty Terra oak, natural, Storico

Please remember: With a natural product such as wood, you may experience deviations in colour, structure and knots.  
These differences are specific to the type of wood, are completely natural and are an indication of how genuine and natural the product is.

BOG OAK OVERVIEW OF GRADES AND COLOURS

Bog oak, Livorno, even

Bog oak, natural, even

Bog oak, Livorno, knotty

Bog oak, natural, knotty Bog oak, natural, Storico

Terra oak, knotty

Terra oak, Bergamo, even Terra oak, Bergamo, knotty Terra oak, Bergamo, Storico

Larch, Bregenz, knotty

KLASSIK PREMIUMKLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM KLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM

KLASSIK PREMIUM STORICO

KLASSIK

STORICO

STORICO

KLASSIK
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HOW TO KEEP YOUR  
FLOOR PERMANENTLY 
ATTRACTIVE

PROFESSIONAL INITIAL TREATMENT  
Professional installation of our natural 
wood flooring includes a professional ini-
tial treatment – this is what gives our 
natural wood flooring its final surface 
and colour. The professional floorers also 
completely remove any scrapes or 
scratches, adhesive residues or marks 
caused by other trades.  

SIMPLY MOP OVER AND  
THE JOB’S DONE
The crystallising natural oil’s deep pene-
tration into the wood structure makes 
our natural wood floors amazingly resist-
ant and durable as well as non-slip, anti-
static and extremely easy to clean. All 
that’s needed is regular vacuuming and 
occasional cleaning with a damp cotton 
mop (not a microfibre cloth) and wood 
floor soap.  
 
The wood slowly releases moisture to the 
environment, which creates a pleasant 
room climate and the natural coconut and 
soy oils in the soap are like hand cream 
for wood floors. Detailed cleaning instruc-
tions are available at www.josko.at

WONDERFULLY 
CAREFREE

Imagesource: Trapa
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Josko Fenster und Türen GmbH   
A-4794 Kopfing, Josko-Straße 1, office@josko.at, www.josko.at

Josko Deutschland GmbH  
D-80939 Munich, Margot-Kalinke-Strasse 9, office@josko.de, www.josko.de 

Find your nearest Josko partner at www.josko.at or www.josko.de
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www.josko.at

Your Josko Partner

FENSTER.TÜREN.BÖDEN


